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The functional exploration studies were the most complete studies published internationally ( Table 2 ).(2424. Herrera R, Orantes CM, Almaguer M, Alonso P, Bayarre HD, Leiva IM, et al. Clinical characteristics of chronic kidney disease of nontraditional causes in Salvadoran farming communities. MEDICC Rev. 2014 Apr;16(2):39-48.) This new/proposed road would build off an old track through the vast forests connecting the
northern Peruvian towns of Genaro Herrera and Angamos, in the region of Loreto. In 2021, clearing began along this route, advancing over 100 kilometers from both ends. If completed and paved, the final road project would impact protected areas on both sides (including the Matss National Reserve to the south) and pose a major threat to indigenous people in voluntary isolation reportedly living to the north. See this recent

report for more information about this road and its status and impacts. The national hospitals were the setting for clinical, physiopathologic and histopathologic studies, with multidisciplinary participation by 22 biomedical specialties. MINSAP provided a multidisciplinary team of specialists consisting of nephrologists, epidemiologists, nephropathologists, biochemists, toxicologists and biostatisticians from INEF and ENSAP. Cuban
team members served as temporary PAHO advisors and were responsible for study methodology and implementation strategy under MINSAL guidance. In this context, the El Salvador research process benefitted from Cubas Isle of Youth Study,(55. Herrera Valds R, Almaguer Lpez M, Chipi Cabrera JA, Prez Daz-Oliva J, Silva Ayaguer LC. Prevalence of chronic kidney disease and associated risk factors in Cuba. In: Garca G, editor.

Chronic Kidney Disease in disadvantaged population. 1st ed. San Diego: Academic Press; 2017. Section 6.) which provided useful methodological experience for examining CKD in total populations, including its survey forms, physical and laboratory measurement techniques, human resource training and methods for data analysis.
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The national hospitals were the setting for clinical, physiopathologic and histopathologic studies, with multidisciplinary participation by 22 biomedical specialties. MINSAP provided a multidisciplinary team of specialists consisting of nephrologists, epidemiologists,
nephropathologists, biochemists, toxicologists and biostatisticians from INEF and ENSAP. Cuban team members served as temporary PAHO advisors and were responsible for study methodology and implementation strategy under MINSAL guidance. In this context, the El
Salvador research process benefitted from Cubas Isle of Youth Study,(55. Herrera Valds R, Almaguer Lpez M, Chipi Cabrera JA, Prez Daz-Oliva J, Silva Ayaguer LC. Prevalence of chronic kidney disease and associated risk factors in Cuba. In: Garca G, editor. Chronic Kidney

Disease in disadvantaged population. 1st ed. San Diego: Academic Press; 2017. Section 6. Normal values for eGFR and microalbuminuria do not apply to children and adolescents; therefore, the terms normal, abnormal, and increased values were not defined. Serum
creatinine levels were higher in diabetic children than non-diabetics (96.2 vs. 93.8 μmol/L; P 5ec8ef588b
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